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Donate sanjay dutt rocky movie watch online Sanjay Dutt’s
debut film ‘Rocky’ was released 40 years ago today Rocky first
appeared in the Indian cinema scene on the 14th of August
1981. It is a Bollywood film made by director-producer Sunil
Dutt, and alongside stars Sanjay Dutt, Reena Roy, Ranjeet,
Bindu and Annie. Written by Salim Khan and directed by Sunil
Dutt, the movie was released on the 14th of August 1981. The
movie was the first installment of the ‘Rocky’ franchise. The plot
is based on the Rocky (1976) and Rambo (1982) movies. Rocky
first appeared in the Indian cinema scene on the 14th of August
1981. It is a Bollywood film made by director-producer Sunil
Dutt, and alongside stars Sanjay Dutt, Reena Roy, Ranjeet,
Bindu and Annie. Written by Salim Khan and directed by Sunil
Dutt, the movie was released on the 14th of August 1981. The
movie was the first installment of the ‘Rocky’ franchise. The plot
is based on the Rocky (1976) and Rambo (1982) movies.
Release, Box-Office & Political Views The film was released
theatrically on the 14th of August 1981. Released across India,
Rocky had a theatrical run of 5 weeks, grossing Indian rupees
on its opening day. On its second day, it surpassed at making it
the fourth highest-grossing Bollywood film of the year. It also
became the fifth highest-grossing film at its third day, collecting
Indian rupees. The film’s net income at India’s Box-office also
surpassed which was the highest ever in the history of Indian
cinema at the time. The movie had its US opening on the 17th of
July 1981 and its Hong Kong release on the 24th of August. The
movie also had an Indonesian release on the 5th of September.
The film grossed Indian rupees at its US opening and HK
release and also grossed Indian rupees at its Indonesian
release. Rocky movie review The movie played in theatres from
August 14th to September 17th. Directed by Sunil Dutt, it was
also produced by him and starred Sanjay Dutt, Reena
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